
Industrial latex is a polymer which can be applied in liquid 

form with an air-less sprayer (most efficient), brush or roller 

or by immersion. It is a weatherproof plastic layer, easy to 

peel off, which provides temporary protection to metal, plas-

tic, concrete and other substrates. From components during 

transport and storage to system components, everything is 

kept protected. REYM is the first industrial cleaner to use this 

latex now in industrial environments such as oil and gas, 

the petrochemical and chemical industry, food and energy.

Industrial latex keeps the costs of cleaning down

The development of industrial latex for industrial applicati-

ons has proved not only a striking innovation for REYM, but 

also especially an efficient one. The protected objects and 

materials require little or no cleaning afterwards, and apart 

from being good for the environment this also has a cost- 

saving effect. And that will surely be music to your ears!

Industrial latex

Can Industrial Latex be used everywhere and always?

Industrial Latex can resist the most common chemical sub-

stances sufficiently, but REYM always assesses the required 

application in advance. Depending on the circumstances, the 

protective effect of industrial latex can hold for six months in 

any event. In the future this may possibly be longer.

The advantages

Industrial latex is easy to apply but can be removed just 

as easily, and it provides optimum protection against 

contamination. That means fewer cleaning actions, 

benefit for the environment due to reduced use of 

chemicals and a cutback in cleaning and maintenance 

costs.

REYM is an industrial service provider. We support our customers in the field of 
industrial cleaning, transport and waste management, always acting from our mission 
‘Industrial Services our concern’ and driven by our core values.



Usage of industrial latex:

•  vacuum trucks and high-pressure units, internally and 

externally

• spray and wash cabinets

•  protection of the environment of systems causing 

pollution

• protection of scaffolding

• preservation of items still to be used (surface rust)

In short, Industrial latex:

• can be removed quickly and easily

• is easy to repair

• is environmentally friendly (water-based)

• is highly elastic

• has almost no odour

•  is available in (roughly) all RAL colours and  

transparent.

• saves costs

• improves image (sustainability/safety)

• can be processed rapidly

• dries into a second skin 

• is largely chemical-resistant 

• repels oil and water

If you would like more  
information, please contact 
one of the REYM branches  
in your region.

info@reym.nl // www.reym.nl


